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I'M THE KING OF TECHNOLOGY 

Chapter 411 Research Mania 

Back in Baymard, while Landon had been away... Baymard’s industries had been extremely busy within 

these past few days as well. 

In short, within this past week... all industries within Baymard had been painstakingly brainstorming 

their minds off non-stop. 

For over 2 years now, the industries had chosen 2 particular weeks within the years..... and had called 

them the weeks of ’Research Mania’! 

To put it simply, this was the time where all product suggestions that had been placed within the ballot 

boxes around the industries..... would be looked over diligently. 

Within the first week of Research mania..... people could still put in their suggestions. 

But they would have to send them directly to the offices.... and not within the ballot boxes, as all 

suggestions put there would be accounted for, within next year’s Research mania only. 

. 

Anyway, within this 1st week..... all suggestions that had been collected throughout the year, would be 

organized neatly. 

And within the 2nd week of Research Mania, the suggestions would be brought over to the board of 

directors and leaders of each industry..... where they would vote on the top 2 best ones and set their 

goals in creating them. 

Landon had come up with this idea, so as to help the workers come up with their own unique products 

instead. 

And the catch was that no matter how much they asked for his help, he would never intervene or give 

them suggestions.... except it was something that might kill or injure them. 

They would have to do several trials and errors and come up with an ideal product on their own. 

. 

Within the first year that Landon came up with this plan, many of the industries had burned through all 

their research money with no end product. 

And even within their second year, many of them had only successfully produced 1 out of 2 products as 

agreed. 

And after the products were made, they would be screened by a group of special screeners. 

Of course, it didn’t end there, because after the screeners did their job..... the products would then pass 

through Landon, who would be the ultimate screener. 
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Nothing that could harm or pill people was to ever be released. 

So Landon would take time off his schedule and do his own tests on whatever products that they had 

made. 

In short, the research center and labs, were busy all year round with their plates full... as they tried their 

best to make these suggestions become a reality. 

. 

Cynthia Drew woke up very early in the morning, got ready, made sure that her youngest daughter got 

on the school bus.... and quickly rushed over to work. 

She was a 32-year-old woman, who was currently the head of the research department within the FOOD 

industry. 

This was already the second week of Research Mania, so she was very familiar with the drill already. 

"Good boss!" Said a young girl with a chipper tone. 

The young lady, who was her secretary... quickly brought in some documents, placed it before Cynthia, 

and stood still and attentive while waiting for her boss’s next orders. 

"Morning Nikita.... 

Are these the R.M files?" 

"Yes boss, those are the Research Mania files." 

"Good!.... 

We’re short on time now, so please prepare everything we need for the meeting at 11 P.M. 

Dismissed." 

"Yes, boss!" 

With that, the young lady retreated and went back to her secretary’s desk outside Cynthia’s office and 

began preparing for the meeting. 

. 

Time flew by speedily, and soon.... it was already 10:30 A.M. 

Cynthia immediately left her office with one of the secretaries stationed in the room just before her 

office. 

It only took her 20 minutes for her to leave her office and drive to one of the other buildings within the 

food industry. 

"Morning head researcher Cynthia!" 

"Morning Overseer Lyore!" 

"Morning!" 



"Morning!" 

"Morning!" 

"Morning!" 

"_" 

Within the next few minutes, everyone simmered down and the meeting had finally started. 

All right..... chief accountant Destrian..... how much have we budgeted in total for research this year? 

And how does it compare with last year’s?" Lyore asked. 

"Even though our industry was making a ton of money previously..... we only had public exposure last 

year around July. 

And since then, we have been exporting canned food and other items throughout the entire Pyno 

continent. 

So, of course, this year.... the money budgeted for research, was significantly higher than those of the 

previous years. 

In essence for research alone, this year... we were able to allocate 700,000 BAYS for the chosen 

projects... compared to last year’s 150,000 Bays." 

(**1 Bay=1 copper coin... so the amount is equivalent to 700,000 copper coins. 

And is also equal to 7,000 Silver coins, or 70 gold coins) 

Hearing the amount, everyone clapped excitedly as they were truly blown away by the amount. 

Chief Lyore clapped and laughed out sheepishly as he usually did, as this meant that he could make 

more food. 

One should know that Lyore was a food fanatic. 

So how could he not be pleased? 

Even at this moment, he had been thinking about building his house of food with any of the new 

products brought in as well. 

As for the rest, their minds were also focused on the aspects of jew food items as well... but, the amount 

assigned for research was still something that really shocked them to their core. 

Waaah!... that was somewhat close to 1 million BAYS. 

Of course, the money would be allocated towards both chosen research projects depending on which 

one needed more investments assigned to them. 

. 

’Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap!’ 

"Thank you Chief Accountant Destrian. 



Alright..... moving on to the list at hand, let’s begin with last year’s suggestions that came after the 

deadline." 

And just like that, everyone went through their entire week buying and picking the best choices. 

"Flying hit air balloon drink?" 

"No!" 

"Yes!" 

"Powdered drink?" 

"That’s impossible! 

How can a drink be powder? 

No!" 

"I agree with him, it might be a waste of our resources to invest in that!" 

"_" 

And just like the food industry was brainstorming, others also did the same as well. 

"Flying cooker?" 

"No!" 

"Talking watch!" 

"Impossible No!" 

"Battery-operated Fridge? 

"No! 

Too costly for ordinary folks... as the battery would probably drain out by the end of the day!" 

"Strings to floss the teeth with?" 

"Genius! 

Approved!" 

Flying hot air balloon Car" 

"Yes..... if it can carry people in a basket, if we do the math, maybe we could make it work?" 

"Erm... let’s just keep it at a maybe for now." 

"_" 
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Chapter 412 Side-Mission Completion 
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Days went by, and soon... Landon was back in Baymard again. 

After assigning someone the task of aiding all the slaves/new Baymardian residents in settling down... 

Landon immediately had Micheal and his family go straight to the hospital so that the doctors could do a 

proper check on them. 

He knew what they were all suffering from, but of course at times..... but of course he couldn’t just say 

that he used the system to scan their bodies. 

Hence he needed them to do the medical tests... so that they could better confirm their situations for 

themselves. 

Jasmine, Raul and Krea all suffering from malnutrition..... with the addition of fever and headaches in 

Krea’s case. 

In Micheal’s case, of course it was poison... and even though the doctors had been studying toxicity for a 

while now, Landon knew that time was of the essence to save Micheal. 

Hence he took over the job as lead surgeon and doctor in the case. 

Micheal was suffering from Hemlock Poisoning! 

That wife of his was really something to have been constantly giving him this. 

. 

The plant is a dangerous plant that causes poisoning after ingesting any part of it.... be it the leaves, 

flowers or even seeds. 

In short, all parts of the plant are very toxic and fatal even in small amounts. 

And even touching the plant or letting one’s skin accidentally brush over it, may cause skin irritation or 

rashes to occur. 

The plant can even put someone in a Coma if they had taken too much of it..... as well as lead them to 

respiratory failure, central nervous system shutdown, breakdown of skeletal muscles and finally death. 

The bottom line, this plant was no joke! 

. 

Luckily, with all the toxicity information stored in Landon’s head... he was able to see the best method 

for curing Micheal. 

And so, the treatment began with 4 other doctors on board. 

They worked tirelessly for 5 whole hours, as they tried their best to remove all traces of poison within 

the man. 

The whole thing was giving Jasmine and the rest uneasiness. 

Not too long ago, they had also done their own medical tests..... and were even given some sort of 

medical book and so on. 



Apparently, they had to buy the drugs there..... which they did before coming to the waiting room for 

surgeries. 

. 

It’s been over 2 hours since they took a seat here, and so far.... they still didn’t know what Micheal’s 

situation was like. 

They kept looking at the white hospital door impatiently while praying subtly within their hearts that 

everything would be fine. 

"Mother..... do... do you think that father will be okay?" Krea asked anxiously. 

"Of course he will! 

Didn’t your new friend, Landon, tell you that? 

Believe my dear.... your father will be just fine." Jasmine said assuredly. 

But of course, she herself was worried to bits. 

At first, she had thought that she would definitely loose her husband. 

But after Landon had made that promise to her, she soon began to have hope. 

And right now... she only wished that what Landon had said would come true. 

Time passed by quickly, and soon.... they saw a doctor walk forward towards them. 

He pulled down his mask, and they were shocked to see Landon instead. 

The brat was also a healer (doctor)? 

. 

"The treatment was successful... and he’s now out of harm’s way. 

But even so, he would need to stay in the hospital for a month and a half before he can leave. 

In this way, we can monitor his situation, as well as give him good physical therapy to get his body 

strong and healthy. 

As the patient’s family members, I will also need anyone above the age of 15 to sign some documents as 

well." 

"_" 

. 

With that, the mission of putting Micheal out of harm’s way was finally done. 

And by the time Micheal woke up, Landon immediately began discussing their undercover disguises here 

in Baymard. 

Of course, for the time being, they would have to stay here. 



One should know that unless Nopline himself was dealt with... even if Micheal went back to Terique, he 

would still be in danger given his poor health. 

So until Nopline is taken down, as well as Kamara, and Michael’s blood brother..... then it wouldn’t be 

advisable for the man to go back. 

Hence they would have to stay undercover here in Baymard. 

. 

So to start off, Landon had requested for passwords to be made for them with new identities. 

Apparently, they were a peasant family from Arcadina. 

And since Landon didn’t want them to one day slip up accidentally, he decided to let them continue to 

use their real first names.....just in case one day, little Krea messes up and says her real name instead. 

As for their last name, he had decided that they would be called ’Jones’. 

Micheal Jones, Krea Jones, and the rest just like that. 

Also.... he gave all them some of the money that they took from the pirates’ island..... as they had 

literally escaped with nothing. 

So with the money, they could buy food, clothes, and even get a house within District H if they wanted 

to. 

And since their identity was that of a former farmer, they couldn’t get any luxurious homes.... just the 

standard average ones would do. 

. 

As for the children, they had to go to school... as that was what was required for them. 

So Landon immediately introduced Linda and little Momo to them too. 

Because even though they would start school 1 or 2 grades below little Momo and Linda..... it was still 

good for them to have friends within the same school. 

Of course, Landon had also given them enough money to pay for Krea’s tuition. 

As for Raul, even though he was 14 now.... his birthday was actually in a few days time. 

So at 15 years old, m this world, he would be considered a man. 

Hence Landon had given him and Jasmine a rundown of all the jobs that they could do if they wanted 

to..... after all, with the money he gave them, they could be as lazy as they wanted. 

Bur if they chose to work, then Landon would do his best to place them at their chosen jobs. 

These were all the things that he and Micheal spoke about. 

. 

"Brat!.... did you really destroy my palace in Terique?" 



"How could I? 

If I do that, then where would you and your family live in the future?" 

"Hmph! At least you’re smart!" 

"Alright! Alright! 

Take your rest now..... I’ll see you tomorrow again!" 

"Little imp..... thank you!" 

"No need to thank me.... I said I like you didn’t I? 

Heal up first, and then we’ll talk." 

With that, Landon left Micheal in the comfort of his ward. 

’Ding!’ 

"Congratulations host on completing one of your side missions. 

Now, the host can take up more tasks." 

"_" 

I'M THE KING OF TECHNOLOGY 

Chapter 413 The Plague 

"Now you can take up more missions host" 

"_" 

. 

Landon stood rooted on the spot and almost wanted to break down and cry. 

What the hell? 

He looked up to the sky and almost raised his middle fingers up in annoyance. 

Dammit! 

What the hell? 

Did he do some unspeakable thing in his past life to make him end up with this sort of system? 

Sigh..... 

"System..... before you show we what’s new, can you show me what SIDE-MISSIONS I’ve done so far, as 

well as what’s left?" Landon said while massaging his temples. 

This system was really something. 

"As you wish host." 
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[ 

Completed Side-Missions: 

▪Sign treaty with Carona. 

▪Treat King Adrain in Baymard. 

▪Stop the People from the Temple of Adonis from reaching Arcadina’s shores 

▪Develop Riverdale City 

▪Kill messengers sent by Eli 

▪Rescue \u0026 hide king Micheal away from Kamara, Nopline and their minions. 

. 

Side-Missions in Progress: 

▪Treat King Micheal here in Baymard. 

Incomplete side-missions: 

▪Place the Ghostly prince on the throne. 

▪\u0026 Sign treaty with the new king of Yodan, King Sirius. 

This treaty must be signed in order to unite Baynard and the empire of Yodan. 

] 

Looking at everything, Landon realized that he had just 2 more side-missions to do.... all of which would 

take some time to complete. 

No wonder the system felt itchy as to give him more tasks to do. 

But he still had his main missions to complete, so why was this system uneasy to see him take a 

breather? 

Sigh... forget it.... 

. 

"System..... what do you have for me this time?" 

"Answering host.... right now, the host has 4 side-missions ready to go. 

1) Side-Mission: Host must reunite King Micheal with his son the Crown Prince, and help them capture 

Nopline and seize Terique once more. 

DATELINE: 1 \u0026 a half years. 

Punishment for failure: if they should fail and die, the host will die as well. 

And if they should fail but survive, 3% of the host’s soul pool will be devoured by the system. 



Rewards: the system will advance 2 levels up. 

2) Side-Mission: a while back, Nopline had sent his men to capture peasants all around the Pyno 

continent and bring them to Terique so as to build his army again, as well as make his entertainment 

dens grow wealthier. 

But the host being a divine helper, how could the host let that fly by? 

So the host must stop those ships from reaching Terique, as well as free the slaves in them too. 

DATELINE: 1 month from now. 

Punishment for failure: NONE 

Rewards: The satisfaction of helping others. 

. 

3) With King Micheal here, the host must definitely take advantage of this situation and sign a treaty 

with him uniting Baymard and Terique. 

The host shouldn’t forget that the primary reason the host was brought here, was for Development, 

peace and unity. 

So the system advises the host to hurry up with uniting the Pyno continent.... so that the host can go out 

and unite other empires and nations as well. 

The host should know that within most continents, some empires are currently at war with each other. 

So uniting each empire, within these continents would definitely take up time. 

With that said, the host should hurry up with this one!! 

. 

4) in a while from now, a certain major city in Carona, will be faced with their yearly ’Shinjep attacks’. 

But this year.... it might be the worst of them all, which could eventually lead to a plague if not handled 

properly. 

The host is to take a special team consisting of both doctors and scientists..... and go over there to 

contain the situation. 

The host should know that this is a plaque that has never been seen on earth before, as this cure this 3 

times more severe than most cures in earth’s medieval times. 

Of course, the system will give the host the method of handling the situation..... as time is of the essence 

in containing the situation. 

So for this mission: 

▪The host needs to train the doctors and scientists on how to come up with their own cures and 

remedies... as well as handle situations like this. 



▪The host needs to create drugs for treating the disease-plagued people there. 

▪\u0026 lastly, the situation needs to be contained at all costs. 

If should more than 50% of the people die there, then the host will still receive punishment as well. 

So the host should be warned. 

Deadline: None 

Punishment for failure: instant death! 

Rewards: the system will give the host no more side-missions until the host finishes his main mission. 

] 

. 

Looking at his missions, Landon immediately started making plans for what he needed to be done. 

Since the plague situation and the rescuing of slaves were going to happen around the same time, he 

decided to send some of his men to rescue the slaves. 

While he, on the other hand, would go over to Carona and treat the people there. 

Even though the system would give him the exact formula and precautionary steps to take when dealing 

with this particular pandemic..... one of the goals was to teach the medical staff and scientists the 

proper way to go about it. 

That way, if something like this happened and he was out on a mission, then they would definitely know 

how to work their way through it. 

. 

As for rescuing the slaves.... he would send some of his men to do them in a few day’s time from now. 

One should know that his ships were faster than those of his enemy’s.... so he couldn’t make them go to 

the chosen target spot and wait there for days. 

Hence he chose to wait for the enemy ships to be somewhat close to where he had planned to attack... 

before he could let his men do the task. 

. 

Another thing that he duly notes, was the fact that he also needed to sign a treaty with Micheal, uniting 

Terique and Baymard. 

Of course one shouldn’t forget that he also had another one that was given to him a while back.... 

requesting for Jim to sign a treaty with the new king of Yodan, King Sirius. 

Well if he United Baymard with the rest of the Pyno continent.... then all that would be left, was taking 

care of Alec and putting William on the throne. 

But how could it be that easy? 



And of course, his mission wouldn’t end there, as he had to go out and unit other empires within other 

continents as well. 

. 

Anyway.... even though the workload was weighing heavily in his mind, he still couldn’t smile as his mind 

slowly drifted towards his main missions. 

In just a few more days’ time, the last drug type tasked to the pharmaceutical industry would be 

completed. 

So what did this mean? 

Hehehe.... it meant that soon, the Baymardians would go crazy again. 

And why all the fuss? 

Well... 2 words: CATHODE TVs. 

I'M THE KING OF TECHNOLOGY 

Chapter 414 Making Headlines Again 

Fall had finally woven its net all across the Pyno continent. 

The trees had begun to shed their leaves, and the breeze which used to be hot, stiff and almost non-

existent..... was now gently caressing the entire Pyno continent daily. 

The squirrels began saving their nuts and other foods for winter..... while the birds all flew south for the 

winter as well. 

In short, the summer had gone, and in came Autumn. 

September was here once more. 

. 

Once again... Baymard was now making headlines within the entire Pyno continent. 

By now, even the most remote villages had heard about Baymard. 

Everyone was eagerly waiting in anticipation for new products from this empire, especially the women. 

Within the empire of Arcadina..... many women had started their journey in using several beauty 

products from Baymard. 

"Oh my heavens! 

I just started using this ’Sunglow Body lotion’ from Baymard, and now....my skin is so soft just like those 

noble ladies." 

"I know right?! 

My face used to be so cracked....by now, after using their ’Kimberly face Cream’ for 3 months now, it’s 

so smooth and looks way better than it was before. 
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Amazing right?" 

"Store owner, store owner..... give me the "Radiant body lotion!" 

"Me too shop owner!" 

"Me too!" 

"Not a problem ladies, but we have just 1 more bottle left?" 

"_" 

"Clearly, I need it more than you all.... look! Do you see how ugly my skin is right now? 

Shop owner... I think that it’s only fair for you to give it to me. 

After all, I’m very ugly as it is." 

"Pui!!! 

What fairness? 

Shop owner, it’s obvious that I need it the most. 

Look!..... With my saggy pimpled face, how dare she look at me straight into the eye and say that she’s 

the one who was ugly-looking?" 

"Hmph! 

All of you are just idiots! 

Clearly, I’m so hideous that even a newly born baby would faint from the sight of me. 

So clearly, I’m the ugly one here. 

So give me the bottle shop owner!!" 

"_" 

The shop owner looked at his many female clients helplessly, while still feeling like he was hearing 

things. 

Since when did women compete to be the ugliest? 

Were the products really that good? 

. 

And while store owners did their best in supplying these products, within several auction homes..... 

within many homes, even newly made mothers were acting up as well. 

"Congratulations mistress.... it’s a boy!" 

"Thank you Emma.... eh?..... why are you putting the baby in that hard cloth? 

If he pooped or peed right now, wouldn’t you need to change it every minute? 



Where are the Baymardian Pampers?" 

"Miss... miss.... they’re sold out." 

"What do you mean by ’they’re sold out?’ 

How can I let my noble baby still use these hard rags? 

Do you want his bum to have rashes? 

Go into the streets and buy it off from any peasant with it. 

I don’t care how much they want it for... but I want that Diaper. 

And don’t forget to get the baby wipes as well 

Now go!" 

"Yes miss!" 

"_" 

One should know that for mothers in this era, while their babies were still in the diaper stage..... it was 

typical for the babies to have rashes, scabs and other wounds on their butts. 

This was because the fabric used for it was pretty stiff and hard. 

And even if they used the cloth made for kings, it was still cloth after all.... and wouldn’t be able to give 

any protection to their child’s bum. 

But with these new Baymardian diapers, it was so thick, soft and gave a great cushion for their baby’s 

buttocks. 

And the best thing was that they wouldn’t need to change the diapers every minute if the child made a 

mess of in there. 

So how could they not want it? 

. 

At the same time, many auction homeowners were also in tears from the loss of money that they were 

making, when it came to their previous best selling products. 

"Up next, we have the beauty elixir from the famous alchemist Lupio from the continent of Morgany." 

"150 copper coins!" 

"215 copper coins!" 

"_" 

Listening to the bids, the auctioneer couldn’t help but smile bitterly. 

Previously, alchemist Lupio’s products usually went out for over 1 million copper coins (or 100 Gold 

coins). 



But now, it only went out for 150 copper coins? 

Even the peasants would be able to afford it at this rate. 

. 

The reason why the auction home was crying, was because they had already given Lupio’s aids over 1 

million copper coins, as they thought that it would still be a hot commodity. 

But who would’ve known that the women wouldn’t even put this product in their eyes? 

To put it simply, since Alchemist Lupio used to send his products here in the past... of course, they 

understood the worth of his product, and would always pay him half of what he usually got up front... 

which was typically over 1 million copper coins. 

But of course, this time, they had completely miscalculated the worth of these products in this 

’Baymardian Era’. 

Why would the women spend so much on a bottle of coloured water? 

What this elixir was... was just leaves heated with water and mixed with other things within it. 

To be honest, the options worked, but they took like 3 to 5 years for someone to notice just a tiny 

change in them. 

But after using and feeling the texture of Baymard’s rich creamy bottles.... as well as using their lipstick, 

lip gloss, and other cosmetics and body care products that get had, how could they still be happy with 

what this elixir? 

After all, Baymard’s products worked with months.... and was ridiculously cheap to the point that they 

almost felt that the people in Baymard must’ve been really stupid as to let their products out with those 

prices. 

So with the auction of these elixir products now, forget it! 

One should know that Baymard’s cheapest lotion costs about 30 Copper coins. 

And usually, many of the lotion bottles could last for up to 4 to 5 months..... when compared to these 

elixirs that finished up within a month or so, as they required one to drink them up. 

So for these women, they had even given alchemist Lupio enough face by starting the bid at 150 copper 

coins. 

So he should just sit there and be grateful!! 

"245 copper coins!" 

"270 copper coins!" 

"275 copper coins!" 

"_" 



And while all this helter-skelter was happening out of Baymard, what these people didn’t know.... was 

that they would soon be in for another whirl of surprise, as the main culprit for causing all this 

commotion, was at it again. 

. 

’Ding! 

Congratulations to the host, for completing all main missions. 

Now.... you can start production of Cathode TVs.’ 

I'M THE KING OF TECHNOLOGY 

Chapter 415 New Projects 

Landon was currently sitting within the comforts of his office while waiting For Tim, the head of the 

Engineering department, as well as several accountants and others to come in as well. 

Just thinking about his rewards for completing his main mission, he couldn’t help but smile foolishly as 

he stared outside his massive window. 

Of course, with rewards came more new main missions from the system. 

. 

Previously, the system had given him several side-missions to do. 

But this time, it gave him his main missions instead. 

To put it simply, there were 8 main missions given to him. 

1) Create cathode TVs, as well as make at least 10 movies with them. 

2) Create cereals, as the system had given him 7 types to make: 

▪Honey Nut Cheerios 

▪Cap’n Crunch 

▪Corn Pops 

▪Corn Flakes 

▪Froot Loops 

▪Apple \u0026 cinnamon Quaker Oats 

▪\u0026 Quaker original instant oatmeal 

3) He was to create eyeglasses fro the people. 

Previously, he couldn’t, because he didn’t have enough medical information to aid the doctors in 

prescribing the right eyewear to people. 
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One should know that even though he had the means to make lenses... there was still a massive range of 

lenses types that needed to be made. 

Hence he needed to know the particular specs of so many things before he could even think about 

asking and prescribing medical glasses to his people. 

. 

4) He was to open up several barbing and hair salons within Baymard. 

One should know that even though everyone here basically did their own hair, having such basic 

necessities of any growing nation. 

So, of course, the system had told him to do so. 

5) He was given new medical information on toxicity, and 4 other medical subjects and told to teach the 

doctors and students. 

6) he was to perform and teach 6 more surgical procedures to the people. 

7) He was to create 5 new drugs. 

8) \u0026 finally..... he was given beginner to intermediate knowledge on Forensic science, A.K.A 

Criminalistics. 

With this, he would be able to officially create a new sector within the police department for this 

purpose alone. 

. 

As for the deadline of these missions, of course, just like his the MAIN missions that he had previously 

had... .... this one also had no deadline as well. 

For his reward for completing all 9 of these missions, he would: 

▪10 more random beverages 

▪6 More medical procedures and 20 more formulas for creating different drugs. 

▪knowledge on running and caring for all sea life within a public marine Aquarium. 

▪specific code and knowledge on making the first-ever PAC-MAN game. 

▪1,000 development points (DP) and 5,100 Technology points (TP). 

In a nutshell, these were all the rewards he would get if he completed these main missions. 

Landon leaned against his window and smiled slightly..... while observing several figures speedily making 

their way into the palace. 

Tim and the rest of the crew hastily walked as if they had ants in their pants, as they were all excited to 

know what new projects his majesty had in mind. 



When they got into the palace, they even walked ahead of the secretary who was supposed to lead 

them towards Landon’s office. 

Anyway, they were all familiar with the office’s location... so they immediately ran there instead. 

Landon who was currently sitting down, could now hear the faint sounds of several incoherent footsteps 

approaching his office. 

’Din! Din! Din! Din! Din! Din! Din! Din! Din!’ 

’Chack!!’ 

’Bam!’ 

’_’ 

. 

Honestly, how old were these people? 

Once his door had been open, several of them tried to pass through the door at once.... and 

unintentionally, someone had tripped, making everyone fall down like dominos. 

Landon’s lips twitched a bit, as he speechlessly stared at them. 

What the heck? 

Not too long ago, he had just sent word to them. 

And all he had said, was that he now had new and exciting projects to be done. 

But how could he have known that the words: ’new project" would make them grow this crazy? 

"Your majesty, we are here!" 

"Your majesty.... quickly tell us what’s on your mind." 

"Your majesty.. Please get on with it. 

I can’t bear another second without you saying anything!" 

"_" 

. 

When everyone was settled down, Landon’s secretary... who had also watched the whole show 

helplessly, immediately began sharing several documents to each industry involved with his Majesty’s 

projects. 

Landon began by giving his formula for pill production to the overseer of the pharmaceutical 

manufacturing industry. 

And following that, he decided to focus on the food industry next. 

Lyore looked at the file given to him and smiled at Landon gleefully. 



Cereal 

That was his main task. 

"Your majesty..... is this cereal thing only for breakfast? 

Can it only be taken with milk? 

How about eating it with ’Dom Perignon’? 

Ouhhh!..... What about eating it with Fanta or water?" Lyore asked while tapping his legs excitedly. 

"Well, let’s put it like this... technically, you can try it with anything else, but it’s best with milk. 

And as for when one can take it, anytime would be fine. 

But the mornings would be best, as it has fibres that would help one out throughout the day." 

Lyore listened keenly while nodding his head obediently, as he continued to listen to Landon’s 

explanation. 

"So your majesty.... when do we start?" 

"We’ll need to equip and install production machines in any of the massive rooms within your industry. 

For this, you’ll need to make a proper budget and contract those within overseer Tim’s industry to do so. 

So it will still take time for production to begin." 

"Your majesty.... have I done something wrong to you?" 

"_" 

. 

Hearing Landon, Lyore let out a sad sigh. 

Of course, he was sad about the fact that he couldn’t start production now. 

His entire face was that of a lonely sad puppy, as he fell back into his seat in a dejected manner while 

pouting. 

Landon looked at him and shook his head wryly. 

How was he supposed to comfort a grown man in such situations? 

He looked at Lyore once more before looking at his file again. 

As they say, time could heal a man’s broken heart. 

Oh well, on to the next! 
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"Overseer Wiggins....Overseer Tim... both of your industries will be essential for this next project." 

"Yes, your majesty!" They answered in unison. 

"_" 

One shouldn’t forget that the system had tasked Landon with creating barging and hair saloons. 

For this matter, he didn’t want to create any electric tools like electric hair clippers, hairdryers and so on 

YET. 

So for Wiggin’s department, they would focus on creating chemical products like shaving oils, dry 

shampoo, hairspray and other basic barbing and hair salon. 

One should know that even though simple tools like combs, brushes and scissors already existed in 

Baymard, the professional-grade ones were slightly different..... as they had different types and uses for 

each. 

Take for example the matter if barbing one’s hair. 

One might need a SOFT brush for sensitive scalp, a PADDLE brush, different types of combs and so on. 

So for Tim’s department, that was what they would be focusing on instead. 

. 

And while these products were being made, Landon would hire more people and train them for at least 

a month before they could officially begin. 

In Landon’s mind, looking at District C (government buildings, hospital region), district D (luxury hotel, 

go-kart region) and District G (national park, local hotels region)... these were the regions where both 

barbing and hair salons would be in. 

And each region will have at least 4 barging salons, as well as at least 5 hair salons within it. 

With several guests and tourists coming in, for sure.... he knew that this place would be a hit, especially 

with the women. 

He had specifically requested for Wiggins to make professional hair styling products that would make 

the women’s hair shine and look vibrant. 

Yup! For sure, the place was definitely going to be a success! 

. 

"With that said... overseer Tim..... before we get onto the last thing on my list, we’ll begin with eyewear 

first." 

"Yes, your majesty!" 

"_" 

. 



The more Landon spoke, the more everyone in the room was taken aback. 

"Your.... your majesty! 

So these ’glasses’ thing can make people see better?" Tim asked in shock. 

This was definitely something that only a messenger from the heavens could do. 

Tim and everyone looked at Landon in awe. 

All hail the great king Landon. 

. 

"Your majesty, from the list you’ve given me... under the ’PRESCRIPTION glasses’ list, there are 5 main 

types: 

▪Single Vision glasses 

▪Multifocal Lenses 

▪Bifocal 

▪Progressive 

▪\u0026 reading glasses. 

In addition to this, each type has several categories within them.. ... like the Single Vision glass one that 

has different types that focused on: nearsightedness, farsightedness, astigmatism... and several more 

within it. 

So even though there are just 5 main branches of prescription glasses that will be produced..... in truth, 

we will be producing over 30 different types of prescription glasses. 

But even at that, there’s something that I don’t understand your majesty. 

What happens when none of the standard specs for making these glasses work with some particular 

patients?" Tim asked while massaging his chin curiously. 

For him, this was a serious matter, as the main goal of manufacturing these glasses, was to meet 

everyone’s needs. 

. 

"If that’s the case, then based on the doctor’s observations from their eye examinations, we can make 

them their own custom-made glasses as well. 

Take for example the single vision glasses branch..... in particular, the sub-branch which tackles 

nearsightedness. 

Lenses used to correct this situation are called the ’Minus Power Lenses’, as seen in your file. 

So within this particular glass type, the lenses could have several power ranges as well. 

So since it’s a minus lens, one could have a ’-3.00 D’ lens or even a ’-6.00 D’ lens. 



In short, it’s safe to say that we will be creating a massive range of lenses just within each sub-branch 

alone. 

So if the patient doesn’t fall within what we make, we can just customize lenses particularly for his/her 

case." 

"So your majesty, the Patient would order glasses from us?" 

"No.... not the patient, but the hospital, clinic or any other region that sells them out. 

From there, we send their custom-made glasses to the hospital or establishment that requested them. 

Of course, at that point, the patient will either have it shipped out to their home address..... or pick it up 

at the establishment depending on their preferences. 

But no matter what, we do not personally ship medical customized eyeglasses them out. 

"_" 

. 

Hearing this, everyone nodded as well.... as they too were intrigued by this glasses thing. 

One should know that for many of them seated here, it wasn’t a lie to say that their vision had indeed 

deteriorated throughout the years. 

So these prescription glasses might definitely be the answer for them. 

"One last question your majesty... apart from these prescription glass category, there’s also something 

called Fashion glasses. 

Ermm..... mind me asking your majesty, but what do these ones really do?" Tim asked confusedly. 

The first category made sense to him, but this one had no specialty to them. 

One should know that some prescription glasses might even cure myopia in children..... but these ones 

didn’t cure anything, and honestly seemed useless in his eyes. 

But unbeknownst to him... his future self would be one of the first people to rock sunglasses in style. 

As for now, he was still unconvinced about the whole thing. 

. 

For the fashion glasses, of course, there were sunglasses, regular clear stylish glasses.... as well as glasses 

with different colour lenses like yellow and red instead. 

And of course, they would also come with different frames as well. 

And with the emergence of cathode-ray TVs.... hehehehe..... many people will see them as a stylish 

trend very soon. 

As for where the glasses would be manufactured, of course for now.... Landon had suggested that they 

use one of the warehouses within the construction industry and build them. 



And in the meantime, while they were doing so, Tim also had to build an ’Eyewear manufacturing 

industry’ as well. 

As for who would be the overseer there, Landon had given the duty of choosing the next overseer to 

Tim. 

They would go through the usual screening method and promote one of the supervisors or project 

operators for the job. 

. 

Landon looked at Tim and smiled. 

"Finally... as for the last thing on the list, let’s talk about Cathode TVs." 

I'M THE KING OF TECHNOLOGY 

Chapter 417 Cathode-Ray TVs 

The meeting continued on, with everyone getting stunned with the last project. 

The whole cathode-ray Tv project had completely made them speechless. 

They blinked and wiped their eyes off with their sleeves... as if trying to make sure that they weren’t 

dreaming. 

Moving Portraits! 

How was that possible? 

They were so excited, that they started fidgeting and laughing sheepishly. 

They wanted to run, shout and scream out loud about what was going to happen next in Baymard. 

But of course, these projects were all supposed to be kept confidential until it was time for them to be 

made known..... so they knew that they couldn’t. 

To their surprise, his majesty not only wanted to do Cathode-Ray TVs. 

His Majesty had also told them about something called a ’Cathode-Ray Camera’ as well. 

Apparently, this camera thing would be able to make portraits without requiring one to paint for hours 

and hours. 

In their minds, they had just one word for these 2 projects: ’GENIUS’. 

. 

Landon looked at their overly animated expressions and smiled. 

It was so funny that they were getting excited over this.... as both projects will no doubt give one of the 

lowest qualities of pictures and films when compared to what he was used to in the modern times. 

But still, this was a milestone for Baymard, and it was also new to these people. 
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So either way, it was good to start off there. 

"As I said, I won’t go deep into production until all the resources needed for both the cathode ray TVs 

and Cathode-ray cameras are made available. 

Also, we need to equip and install production machines and pipes within one of the massive rooms in 

your industry Tim.... before we start production. 

But in the meantime, Tim..... like we did for the other projects, you need to hire electrical engineers, 

technical engineers, and all other engineers that would bring value to these projects. 

I want engineers who are already working within your industry.... as well as new graduates or those 

looking for employment as well. 

And once they get accepted, then you will be required to teach them while waiting for the production 

site to be completed. 

But of course, the hiring process can only begin 2 weeks from now.... since I’ll use this first 2 weeks to 

teach you and a few supervisors the basics and concepts of it all." 

"Yes, your majesty!" Tim said excitedly. 

. 

"Ermm.... your majesty.... if you don’t mind me asking..... but what moving portraits are we going to put 

in the cathode-Ray TVs?" Wiggins asked curiously, and immediately..... everyone’s ears perked up. 

Yeah.... what was going to be placed there? 

This part of the explanation had really confused them a little. 

"It’s a surprise," Landon said with a smile on his face. 

No matter how much he would try to explain the different movie dramas, as well as the whole tv-series 

concept to these people.... they would still never get it, as they had never seen or watched TV in their 

entire lives. 

So what was the point? 

It was best for them to wait and see it for themselves. 

At least with the introduction of the different genres in radio, the people at least now knew what he 

meant by genres. 

One should know that on the radio, there was a channel that focused solely on children’s stories... and it 

covered genres like fantasy, history and so on. 

Hence, they already had a pretty rough idea about the genre thing. 

But because they didn’t know what to expect on film, they were still utterly confused about what would 

be in these moving portraits. 

. 



As for what Landon wanted to focus on first.... hehehehe.... well, he had worked the whole Tv thing like 

so. 

With the emergence of Tv..... one needed live Tv shows like news, as well as recorded Tv shows like 

movies. 

For live Tv shows..... Landon just wanted 6 channels for now: 

▪News (both international and national) 

▪Sports 

▪Kids TV 

▪Fashion, Health, Tourism 

▪Movie 1: Recorded Movies of all genres. 

▪Movie 2: Live plays and shows from the theatre. 

Those were all the channels that would come up for now. 

Of course in future, it would expand.... be it for now, he would go slowly but surely. 

. 

For the Kids Tv shows in particular... Landon wanted something like live shows with adults dressing up in 

costumes. 

He wanted Sesame Street, Barney and so on.... as well as shows that taught them how to do simple 

math count and many more. 

In truth.... from morning till noon, shows like that would commence on the channel. 

But from noon upwards, other teenage focused shows would commence as well. 

He would definitely record the first power rangers ever and put it on the Kids TV..... as well as kids game 

shows that were similar to treasure hunts like the famous ’legends of the hidden temple’, that used to 

air in Nickelodeon back on earth. 

Anyway... these were the sort of things that Landon had been aiming for. 

. 

And when it came to movies... only about 2/5 of the recorded movies made will be placed on Tv, as 

Landon wanted the people to buy most of them from the store shelves as well. 

Of course one should know that the system had also given him the exact model for solar TVs as well..... 

so those in other empires could take these TVs away as well as those ’fat and large’ movie cassette tapes 

and watch them from their own empires. 

And when it concerned the matter of prerecorded Tv series..... Landon didn’t want to do those yet, as he 

planned to record an entire season before airing it out. 



. 

Since this was already Medieval times.... for sure, Game of thrones had to be done too! 

Of course, he would edit some scripts and remove the dragon part..... but still, it would still be grand. 

And also, shows like the legend of the seeker, Hercules, Xena, Camelot, Spartacus and many more would 

be on there. 

As well as Tv shows that aired Baymard’s ’modern’ life.... fantasy tv shows, romance and so on. 

In fact, the only tv series which he could really make right now was the whole Power rangers, and kids tv 

series like Sabrina the teenage witch. 

With these ones, he could film every 7 episodes a week prior.... and release them strategically a week 

later. 

And when it came to animation, since he didn’t have the time to properly teach people now..... then 

they would just have to wait. 

. 

All in all..... Landon had planned to release 20 movies once the cathode TVs were done. 

Lile he said, 2/5 would be put on Tv, and the others had to be bought and watched from home at their 

own convenience. 

And one shouldn’t think that this was all that could be bought from the stores, as every live show that 

aired on Tv..... like the theatre shows with magic tricks, and even broadway plays.... would also be 

recorded and sold in stores a MONTH after they aired. 

As for pre-recorded Tv shows, only kids shows would be done now. 

And biweekly, the Tv station would release a Tv guide for everyone to know what hour each show would 

pop up on the screen. 

This was the plan! 

I'M THE KING OF TECHNOLOGY 

Chapter 418 Baymards Motion Picture Studios 

After listening to Landon’s response about surprising them with this moving picture thing..... the group 

decided to give it a rest. 

How long had they been together with his majesty? 

Sigh.... whenever he said that something was going to give a surprise, that meant that he wouldn’t even 

bother to explain it any further to them. 

Well.... they would only have to wait and see what would be placed within these moving portrait 

thingies. 

. 
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"With these official contracts in your hands.... look over the budget, as well as everything that’s needed 

for the contract, and immediately send them back to where they are all supposed to go to. 

Of course, as the sole provider of these ideas, as per usual, I will only get 2% of every gain made from 

each product sold out." Landon said, and everyone nodded as well. 

From the beginning of his creative journey here, Landon had been taking 2% profits from everything that 

he had created here. 

So if someone bought medical pills or anything else.... he’d get his 2%. 

In everyone’s mind, they all thought that this was too small for Landon who had created the ideas. 

But for him, since he was really pirating off people from earth, he didn’t feel too good taking too much 

from these people. 

. 

And besides, 2% looked small..... but with all the products that they had made, as well as all the ones 

that were shipped out and bought all over Baymard, did these people truly know how rich he was? 

Bruh.... he was swimming in money alright? 

So why would he request for more? 

And besides.... he only did this, so that he could find some other commercial projects, as well as his 

personal projects too. 

In addition to that, 60% of his gains would be kept for his children l, and their children and so on. 

He would make a will that properly ensured that every generation had money and never really got 

broke. 

And since he didn’t want greed in the picture, no matter who they were, everyone would get the same 

amount of wealth. 

No exception! 

Anyway.... 2% was all he would be taking for all products here, and that’s not mentioning his weaponry 

shares for coming up with the ideas as well. 

In short, he was a rich man! 

. 

"Tim... how far have the men gone with the construction of ’Baymard’s Motion Picture Studio’?" 

"Your majesty.... it’s been 7 months since we started construction. 

And so far, we’ve only been able to construct 2/7 of the place. 

But as per instructed, the entire front view of the studio is accessible to those who want to use it. 



And while they use it..... we’ll continue construction at the furthest ends of the place, so as to reduce 

the noise while they use the moving pictures. 

Also, as per your request, we have left a massive region untouched, and have also added a lot of trees in 

it as well. 

Now it resembles a Jungle our majesty!" 

"Great!" Landon exclaimed 

. 

How could he not have been prepared for the emergence of Cathode TVs? 

Ever since the system had told him about it, Landon had immediately made plans with Tim. 

Within District D, he immediately used up a massive portion of land just fr this purpose alone. 

In his mind, Landon was aiming for something similar to Universal Studios in Hollywood. 

That studio was where universal pictures did most of their movie scenes. 

The place had an entire region with numerous story buildings in them..... that was designed like a 

Zombie apocalypse. 

There was also a region that had fake car crashes, as well as streets that depicted numerous ordinary 

homes in movies. 

And to make matters even better, they had an entire region filled with medieval castles..... and some of 

them even had fake snow all over the candles as well. 

They were also mad scientist research labs and so much more there. 

In short, Landon wanted Baymard’s Motion Picture Studios to be somewhat similar to that, so as to 

make it easier for all those who would be directing the sets as well. 

. 

As for the studio itself, even though it wasn’t as big as Universal pictures back on earth..... its size could 

still rival several others as well. 

The studio would have 7 main sectors in total. 

The first sector would be the public region, where guests can come in and have fun. 

If would be like a mini amusement park with fun rides, games, and other attraction sites..... that told the 

story of every mainstream movie or Tv series produced in Baymard. 

But of course... since amusement park rides haven’t come into Baymard yet, he had only planned to 

make the place into a touristic place for now. 

Guests could entire houses or homes that looked exactly like those of their favourite characters in 

movies or Tv.... as well as eat food in themed restaurants as well. 



. 

Also, guests could buy items that looked exactly like those in the movies as well. 

If for example, Landon made Harry Potter... then a replica of the wand store could be there as well.... 

and the staff would also act as the storekeeper too. 

Everyone would be in character for the guests. 

And of course, after that first sector for guests.... the entire sector 2 to 7 would be used strictly for 

movies and Tv series. 

But if the guests really wanted to have a ’Backlot’ tour at the real filming site, then they can also book a 

tour as well. 

All in all, Landon was pleased with everything so far. 

. 

"Alright! 

Those are all the projects that I have so far. 

Once the production sites are all ready to go immediately start production. 

And everyone... don’t forget that today is the Big Day!!" 

"Your majesty, how could we forget?" 

"Yeah, your majesty.... we’ve been looking forward to it for a month now. 

We even bought tickets on the first day that it was announced." 

"Your majesty.... today is that day. 

And for sure, we will definitely be there!" 

Yup! 

Today was the grand opening of ’Baymard’s Emerald Theatre’. 

The performers had been practicing for ages, and the theatre school had already been opened long ago. 

The theatre had realized several tickets for numerous shows. 

And just like how one would choose several options when going into a cinema, likewise... there were 

also numerous shows going on at the same time intervall as well. 

Today was the day for the stars to shine! 

. 

With the meeting finally over, everyone quickly went their ways in preparation for tonight’s event. 



And while they were all having a very merry time..... within Arcadina, someone else was almost loosing 

his mind from Fury. 

. 

’Bam!’ 

"Y... your majesty..... please spare me!" Said a shivering man who was all covered in blood.... as he 

looked at the towering figure above him. 

He gulped down the blood in his mouth in fear and tried to beg for his life again. 

But before he could speak, the towering man quickly took out his sword and sliced his throat swiftly. 

’Sling!’ 

’Bap!’ 

And just like that, numerous the man’s bloody head dropped onto the floor just like that. 

The towering man took his time to wipe off the blood on his blade with no hint of expressions on his 

face. 

And when he was done, he faced the men who were quietly kneeling behind him in fear. 

"I’ll ask you all again. 

What happened here?" 

I'M THE KING OF TECHNOLOGY 

Chapter 419 Who did it? 

Right now, Alec was present within one of his many hidden bases in Arcadina. 

On his way back to the Capital, he had decided to stop by one of his remote bases in the western 

region.... so as to inform them about his grand plan of taking over Baymard. 

But who would’ve known that when he would get here.... all that greeted him would be ash, blood, and 

numerous heaps and piles of dead bodies scattered about freely? 

Looking at the scene before him, how could he not be furious? 

Blood! 

The foul stench of blood filled the air, and the sounds of flies and insects buzzing around the flesh of the 

dead, made the place look even more dreadful. 

In short, none of the slaves or men that he had been keeping locked up here.... were still around. 

It seemed like they had all escaped? 

But how!! 

He had made his security to be as tight as a newborn baby’s grip. 
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So how could they just escape just like that? 

More than 98% of the guards had all died.... with just a few survivors who were left. 

Their legs had been chained and bounded onto several pillars within one of the rooms within the camp. 

And surrounding these bounded men, were grains of wheat, and bowls of water... and empty bucket, 

which were now filled with shit and flies. 

When Alec first found them, he was utterly disgusted, that he asked for them to be thrown into the cold 

stream..... so as to let the men wash up before he spoke to them. 

As requested, his guards pushed the survivors into the stream, and after 3 minutes.... they took out all 

their clothes, burned them and let these survivors air dry their bodies instead. 

And even though their bodies were still dry, Alec rules to give these men any new clothes.... so they 

were just kneeling there nude in the camp. 

Alec looked at them scrutinizingly... as his brain quickly went to work. 

. 

Previously, he had suspected Landon for being the cause. 

But when he thought about it more.... how could that son of his one day know of any of his secret 

training camps? 

Only those who had once gone to the camp or heard about it from him would know. 

In addition to that, the rotting corpses of his dead guards, all looked like they weren’t even 4 days old. 

With this alone, Alec was even more shares that Landon couldn’t be the one, as he had just left that son 

of his in Baymard a month and a half ago. 

So who was it? 

. 

Alec looked at the shivering men who were currently kneeling before him, and took baby steps towards 

them. 

’Bam!’ 

’Bam!’ 

’Bam!’ 

’Bam!’ 

’Bam!’ 

His every step made their hearts race faster and faster.... as they silently trembled in fear. 

He squinted his eyes and looked at the men with an emotionless expression on his face. 



"Speak up! 

What the hell happened here!" 

"Y... your majesty, your majesty.... on the night of the attack, several masked men swarmed into the 

place and attacked use with the use of ’black powder’. 

They first started by shooting arrows, followed by the attack of their swords." 

"Y... your majesty..... they also seemed to know every layout of the ace as well. 

It was almost as if they had been here themselves before." 

"_" 

. 

Alec listened to the men ramble about the attack, and when they all finished speaking... he turned 

towards one of his Commanders and whispered into his ear. 

’The place has been compromised. 

If an enemy of ours knows where it is, then the place is of no use to me... as we would be sitting ducks if 

we brought in more men here. 

The enemy might attack again, and kill even more men than before. 

So turn this place into a killing home instead. 

Use this place to torture mad kill prisoners around. 

And when you’re done, Lock up the place and leave! 

As for these useless men, I have no use for them any longer. 

So you know what to do.’ 

With that said, Alec turned around and walked back to his carriage unhurriedly. 

And while he moved, he could hear the screams of those men from behind him. 

’Your majesty.... your majesty.... mercy.." 

’Ahhhhh!!!!’ 

’_’ 

. 

Alec sat in his carriage and closed his eyes immediately. 

F***! 

He had, had enough God-Dammit! 

Did the world truly think that they could bully him this much? 



First, it was that useless son of his... and now, it’s some unknown masked men? 

When had he ever been insulted so much before? 

For that unfilial son of his, he would definitely wage war after he had arrived at the Capital. 

In short, while travelling towards the Capital, he planned to stop by all the bases and get them ready for 

his grand attack. 

So now, they all just had to wait patiently, until he arrived in the capital. 

From there, he would take some knights and March down towards all these camps. 

And while he passed through camp to camp, he would also take the men thee as well. 

Do by the time he reached Baymard he would probably have more than 21,000 people ready to fight 

this war. 

But who would’ve known that one of his camps would be been destroyed just like that? 

This definitely ruined his grand scheme of things. 

. 

As for the attack from those masked men..... there was someone in particular who would pay the price 

for it. 

And that was city lord Sanders! 

He clenched his fists and looked out his carriage window angrily. 

Didn’t he specifically tell that idiot to look after this place at all times as well? 

So where were his men when all this happened? 

From the dead bodies scattered around, none of them wore Sanders’ guard uniforms. 

So why did that fool not send his people to guard the place? 

Alec immediately issued for the couch men to head towards Sanders’s city next. 

Like he had said, someone’s head would roll no matter what! 

But of course, things never go as one expected it to be. 

Because how could Alec had known that a while back, Sanders had gathered his forces just to launch a 

full-scale attack on Baymard? 

As of now, Sanders was long dead, so who would Alec really skin alive? 

. 

"Your majesty.... we’re ready!" 

"Good! 



It’s time to go to that deserter’s city. 

Tell the men to move out immediately!" 

"Yes, your majesty!" 

"_" 

Life was truly funny, because while Alec was at the point where his rage could even kill a bird flying by.... 

some other people were all happy to the point that they could be that flying bird instead. 

. 

"We’re going to be late. 

Quickly! Quickly! Quickly! 

The show is about to begin!" 

I'M THE KING OF TECHNOLOGY 

Chapter 420 Baymards Emerald Theatre 

Back in Baymard, the people were all jolly and merry, as tonight.... was the grand opening of Baymard’s 

Emerald Theatre. 

In the afternoon..... there as a whole cutting ribbon celebration. 

So with all that out of the way, people could just come over to watch any show of their choice. 

The theatre had 10 three-storey buildings within its premises..... with each building would have 2 high 

ceiling stages within them. 

The first floor would be where popcorn, drinks and so on would be sold..... and on the 2nd and 3rd 

floors, the audience would find a massive stage on each floor. 

So, with 10 buildings in total... Baymard would end up having 20 stages altogether. 

. 

"Oh, dear! 

We’ve booked a ticket for the ’Amazing Flying Dutchman’.... so how can we be late?" 

"Hurry!.... the dancing swan show is going to come on any moment from now! 

We have to get into theatre 3 as soon as possible!" 

"I heard that the music show will have 6 never heard songs before, so how can I miss it? 

And I heard that their number one song will be: My heart will go on! 

Just the name itself shows that it’s going to be mind-blowing, so we definitely have to go to theatre 6 no 

matter what!" 
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"I think our show is in theatre 8! 

Quickly! Quickly! 

We need to get our snacks and settle down fast before the show starts!" 

"Yes... can I have a medium bag of salted Pretzel buns, a large Fanta and a small bag of popcorn?" 

"_" 

The crowd swarmed around the scene like bees, as they tried to find the right building and door where 

their selected show would be taking place. 

Everyone wore their best attires, as they didn’t know what to expect. 

And very soon, the entire place was either filled with couples, families.... and even cliques of friends that 

had gathered up just for tonight. 

Today was Harvey’s 3rd day in Baymard. 

Harvey was a very popular jester in the empire of Yodan. 

He was soon as the laughing killer. 

This was because it was once said that his performances were so funny that one could laugh themselves 

to death if they weren’t careful. 

In short, he was a big celebrity in the Jester world... as most new jesters that tried to break into the field 

also looked up to him as one of the greatest as well. 

A while back, he had heard about Baymard being the best place for tourists to visit. 

So he and his family had come here for a proper vacation. 

He had been here for 3 days... and he dared say that the stories about Baymard really didn’t give enough 

justice to the place. 

Everything about this new empire was simply breathtaking and heavenly. 

. 

And while he was here, he had also heard and read about this theatre thing through the radio, from 

people on the streets, as well as the newspapers. 

So today, he had managed to get a few last-minute tickets for himself and his family. 

One should know that the tickets for all shows had already been on sale for over a month now. 

And just because he had bought the tickets late, he didn’t have many options left. 

Hence he could only get what was available. 

As a comedian, of course, he wanted yo see their stand-up comedy thing..... but it was already sold out. 

And all that was left, were rockets for some Circus thing. 



One shouldn’t be fooled! 

The reason why the circus thing wasn’t sold out yet, want because people didn’t want to watch it. 

Nope! 

It was because that theatre was the largest.... as it had a bigger stage and more audience seats instead. 

Hence they were able to squeeze out some tickets from the stores. 

And surprisingly, each ticket had a seating number on it! 

How odd... but brilliant! 

. 

Stepping into building 3, they immediately went forward to order some snacks. 

And after they were done, they finally presented their tickets at the doors of theatre 5 and immediately 

went in to take their seats. 

Harvey looked at his watch and sighed from relief. 

’Phew!’ 

They had finally made it just 1 minute before the show began. 

Immediately, the lights turned slightly dim... and the loud sounds of drums could be heard echoing 

throughout the hall. 

’Bam! Bababam! Bababam! Babammmm!’ 

As the drums played, some sort of smoke immediately arose from the stage..... instantly making the 

place look more and more mysterious to those watching the scene. 

Everyone excitedly tried to gage out what was happening there, and soon..... more and more people 

jumped out from within the smoke and began dancing like crazy. 

And coupled with the stunning light show that was happening there as well, everything made Harvey 

and his family clap and cheer eagerly. 

What an entrance! 

And after the smoke had cleared up, and the dance had ended... a man wearing the longest purple hat 

that they had ever seen, came out all dressed up in sparkly clothes. 

"Ladies and Gentlemen! 

Boys and girls! 

Welcome to Baymard’s first-ever Circus act!" The host said. 

And as he spoke, he removed his large hat and gave a slight bow to the audience. 

"I know that most of you are confused about what a circus show really is... but don’t fret! 



Because by the end of tonight’s show... you will know all that you desire. 

As things.... might not always be what it seems..." 

With that, the host took out several Rose’s from his coat and immediately squished them up together in 

his palms. 

And then he shot it up into the air. 

Then, something miraculous happened! 

Rather than seeing rose petals, the guest could see a bird fly out, as well as some butterflies. 

’Poufff!!!!!’ 

Wahhhh!!!! 

How did he do it? 

’Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap!’ 

Everyone was mesmerized..... especially the children. 

They kept screaming and jumping like crazy! 

The hos was a magician! 

That was all they could think of. 

. 

’Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap!’ 

"Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!" The host said while bowing numerous times to them. 

"Now.... let’s get the show rolling shall we?" 

 


